
Dashed this off efter hearing el' quoted for first time about 11:3 
last night ant., thinking about it inter ittently, wrting after 
I to(e eil to ,e)rtud before the hearings started. I teouent it 

iee e j 194 'o t'` e 	T,c,n  .405--6atur6!y mad radio nears carried the 
leak D2.  the co_iej poaltion and persuasive whoa the contents of 
his iloeition aae the fact of the Letter were given to AP before 

could have eetten the letter, which it was also leaked had 
been eent. Ervin sal`_ home, politicking. 0.1v was great on this 
11:00 p.m. last iriett. The ole man was in good shape, reporting 
pictures of him holding a phone captioned "Martha WHO?" and 
saying how he fobbed off a preacher who wanted to be witness to w 
what he clained God had tole hie, "I fear that would be criticiz-
ed as hearsay' aperox. I may, of course, be wrong in my 
estimate of the situatiOn, but I think I'm right. It won't take 
long to know. If I'm right,a very interesting period lies in the 
immediate future! If you noted reflection of disgust in the 
last night's note when I couldn t find the quotes of Baldwin 
testimony I was disgusted with myself and more. I've been trying 
to indulge in a luxury, a portable portable radio on which I'll 
can hoar 'JG while wori:ing. I have one that works well, only 
six transistors, but it eats batteries up and there is no telling 
when they'll go dead on her, the only really pOrtable with FM 
we have that works at all. L:o, I'd decided to get one that after 
the hearings I could wear around my neck on morning walks, the 
old one I'd been carrying having pooped out long ago and AM is 
very undependable in the moantaino, so I hear little news while 
ealking. I have gotten two, both with at least utice the solid 
state components of the one that eats batteries, neither worked, 
and I'd just gotten the third that, on trying at home, seemed to 
forecast what happened today, it would be useless in her office. 
2hie one has 15 solid-state components, I doant know how many 
transistors, It wonc,t do what a 4 year old sie transistor does, 
the third of which this ie true! The compulsion to cheapen 
everything in the name of "progress" was just another disgust 
too nany, as is the waste of all this time. end, incredibly, a 
3volt battery eliminator ie not available locally. Learning this 
also wasted much tive. Clerk's don't '_ono: ehen your phone. ',:hen I 
get to DC aenic  I'll get one and Lil will make out fine with the 
old set, I can t afford to put three fresh batteries a week in it. 
I'm sorry about my disgust wit the ineffeciency and haste-caused 
misfiling, for I'm sure that is what it is and about asking a 
favor that will take time for you....had radio on while writing 
this. n just aneouncce delaying response to Ervin. Offhand hunch 
is that somebody told GL that most people ;Joule take it the way 
old Sam out it, he has something to hide in them. HW 7/2V73 
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If the crisis hue yet boon reached in Nixon's Watergate fever as, for asxmxtkgx 

fourteen months the political and factual tomporature had gradually risen, it crime 

with the inadvertent disclosure of his Orwellian method, clandestinely taping virtually 

every word anyone ever spoke to his or in his presence. 

And that coincided with his one known actual fever, his one admitted timmic 

illness in many years - fact about which the self-conceived superman soon boasted in 

a manner unbecoming to the hind-running candidate in an election for dog-catcher. 

Nixon'a personal and political crisis to that moment was reached about the time 

he entered Bethesda Naval Medical Center Hospital with a slight case of viral pneumonia. 
Perhps there is a symboliam in the short-lived fever, ahich peaked, if official announce- 

ment are to be believed, at 102 and stayed there for a brief interval only. 

His hoapitalization and the disclosure that hs was taping and bug4ng so aecretaly 

his closer counsellors and friends ware entirely unaware of it. 

His vaunting, excessive and ill-conceived remarks on leaving the hospital ara 
its 

worth separate analysis. Freak bola concluuind words, "let others wallow in The Watergate," 
and rambling 

it is not unrcasonabla to interpret this boastful and l -relevant/statement of rather 

more length than the occasion juatifiod, as his real thro,ing down. of the !xuntlet, 

his declaration, "Here I ataxni against the entire world - especially those baetard 
Senators!" 

From thaaoaent UK a stra4tgic rather than a tactical change could be anticipated. would be 
Nixon mat aaaain/the dirty fighter, again the man taking the initiative, attacking 

instead of defendina. 

His faabling, feeble attempt' at countarattack through surrogates uuequal to the 

tank of overcomiaz ovarwhelting factual indictment had failed. "11 taea could level at 

a ohn tean glanc .1 off. Their oploaitioa witnesses, rather than refuting Dean on fact, 

confirmed him on it, amounting to no more than prefers of uaaupaorted personal opinions 

from the efftaionated. A substantial (lase against Nixon had been built, publicized. %.0.d 

survived a less than Nixonian counterattack. 
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The day ho left the hospital and unloaded his statement--challenge to the world he 

oleo drove to Camp David, thvouji weekend rush-hour traffic for about two hours rather 

than helicopter, a matter of a fourth the time. With him was only old crony 'elDie Rebozo, 

a man whose own dubious biotory nukes him the ideal coopanion for a dirty-works consultant. 

Immediately the touch of the old Nixon as apparont. Waiting ki for him at the Gate 

kazfoxtxessxz his retreat converted into fortreaa, Lamp David, xsx wee thirteen Washington 

area girl scouts, accompenied by two counsellors. Quite a coincidence, these picture-

makina little girls so far frog, thetho nation's capitol and the President who just happened 

to decide to fight all that nasty road Traffic so he could "enjoy the countryside" when 

he was going to spend the entire weekend in it. 
arrant 

`Phis is the kind of stunt skilled public-relations men komixixx, to humanize. 

Sure enough, for this "accident", there also just happened to be a photographer 

at tho right place end a the right time, despite the antioress changes at Camp -David 

under Nixon. So, there was this picture of the enilin Nixon waving at (posed poorly- he 

waved to high) always-cute little girls. 

Yet here also, in the possmonskakst contrived, ns co often ith Mixon, there van 

symbolism, aolroprioto synholiam. 

The -uotia-ap000ring "Comp J)avid" 	coveroc'. 	n viven-shingle penkod roof, 

has a triple road stripe lcadine to it. On the right ia the forbidden territory of Camp 

David. The j.rls are to hhe loft, outoide 4';a-op Devidlx. 

People, evon little girls, are for Nixon's une, but outside bin life and its concerns. 

Before Genova Hai', Ron Ziegler ani enlo a couple of others of thoso then closest 

to him joins: axon, there were Wirer/+y leaks Proo the White Houoe, the only p000ible 

Source, that despite his assurance to the Senate, Nixon wee Going tokiject the proriood 

consultotion ovor e&.in  the relevant tapos available and would reject the confercoce,too. 

It was 4:30 Friday evening when Nixon had himself photogrnphed with his juvenile, 

human props. The lealon were reported by radio the next dry, Saturday. And by Stand.a:-  

the leaks included an excluoive to the AP that Nixon had already sent Senator Ervin a 
loctiore 
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letter telling him, the ;Jenate an the world, 'Wears off." 

Lion of this 	necesoary.Aa, of it was ill-mannered, a personal affront to the 
and 

respected, 76-year-old 13erietor‘ to the legielature. if it was a typical Nixon crudity, 

why did he do it? 

When he had been ill, there was no rush on writing. There was no need to leak what 

he would say. They likelyise was no need to leak that he had, in such great and unnecessary 

haste already written and sent the letter. 

Therefore, that he did the unnecessary and Omit did it so roughly, if it is not 

just another expression of Nixon's arrogance, must have meaning. 

If Nixon had not been involbed, eereonaliv and intimately ivolved, in that catalogue 

of criwee toogreat to list, these secret tapes of his would, without possibility of 

doubt, if untainted, prove it. as  had every renson to provide this proof and nova 

genuine one for withholding it. That he would not, in logic as in legal concepts, meant 

that ho knew the 'consequences of his act and his act had he obvious meaning. 

Horeover, the coming week was the one in which the two closest of his meet intimate 

counsellors, khrlichman and Haldeman, 'km= were scheduled to testify before the Ervin 

coeeittee. On coast-to-coast AmAxim TV and internationally by satellite. The 6enate 

expected much to come from these *we. t scheduled the entire, full week of hearings 

for thou. 

This gross misconduct, this brazen display of contempt for the rest of the world 

and its regard for him, had as its most likelt meaning a challenge and a meeseee. 

The challenge was "Do your worst, I'm ready." 

The message was, "Nixon is in charge and henceforth fights his way." 

completed 'es55 a.m. 7/23/73 - we 11 see how it survives events. 


